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The ubiquitous touchscreen has become the primary mechanism with which users interact with small personal compu ng devices. While there is a
trend showing that personal compu ng devices may become smaller and smaller, a primary constraint on device miniaturiza on is the user interface
(e.g. touchscreen). Screens need to be large enough to be seen, and keyboards need enough physical space to facilitate typing. Arbitrary hardware
miniaturiza on may lead to devices that are not usable. In this talk, I present my work in extending the input space of personal compu ng devices from
on‐the‐display to oﬀ‐the‐device through three proof‐of‐concept prototypes. My first approach includes the use of a device’s rear surface as an input
medium to allow for fine grained and pixel level control on mobile devices. This can be par cularly useful for scenarios requiring using a mobile device
with one‐hand. My second approach extends the input space to the peripheral region, and to a device’s vicinity. By means of this method, I introduce
my vision for the personal compu ng device of the future which can ‘see’ its environment, in a self‐contained prototype called Surround‐See. I describe
Surround‐See’s design, architecture, and demonstrate novel applica ons that exploit peripheral ‘seeing’ capabili es during ac ve use of a mobile de‐
vice. My third approach is to extend the input space to any surface available to the user. I present Magic Finger, a small device worn on the finger p,
which supports always‐available input. Magic Finger inverts the typical rela onship between the finger and an interac ve surface: with Magic Finger, I
instrument the user’s finger itself, rather than the surface it is touching. Magic Finger senses touch through an op cal mouse sensor, enabling any sur‐
face to act as a touch screen. Magic Finger also senses texture through a micro RGB camera, allowing contextual ac ons to be carried out based on the
par cular surface being touched. I present a number of novel interac on techniques that leverage its unique capabili es and show how it can be ex‐
ploited for use with wearable technologies. At the end of my talk, I present my plan for future research that is driven by my vision of how future weara‐
ble devices can be developed to improve people’s daily ac vi es.
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